
REGULAR EXPRESSION PARANTHESIS

In a regular expression, parentheses can be used to group regex tokens together and for creating backreferences.
Backreferences allow you to reuse part of the.

Backreferences can also be used in replacement strings. Remember that a regex pattern can match not only
text strings but also positions in text. NET, we could use infinite lookbehind:? Further, you think of your
string as a series of pairs, so you would want to match 68 in , but not in  Notice that the entire phone number
match is in match[0]. Please check the replacement text tutorial for details. It will ensure that our second and
next matches do not fall out of sync with the two-character slots in the string. See "Escaping" below for
details. The regex Set Value? This is called a lookahead. Builder of things. Matches the preceding expression
0 or 1 time. That is, it matches anything that is not enclosed in the brackets. This allows you to apply a
quantifier to the entire group or to restrict alternation to part of the regex. Added in ES, not yet supported in
Firefox x y Matches 'x', or 'y' if there is no match for 'x'. Okay, let's start easy. Literal Parentheses Literal
Parentheses are just that, literal text that you want to match. See complemented character sets for details and
an example. And in. Special characters like the dot. You can use anchors anywhere in your pattern. This
quantifier cannot appear after an opening parenthesis, because there is nothing to be made optional at the start
of a group. A backslash that precedes a special character indicates that the next character is not special and
should be interpreted literally. You can specify a range of characters by using a hyphen, as the following
examples illustrate. Non-Capturing Groups If you do not need the group to capture its match, you can
optimize this regular expression into Set? Added in ES, not yet supported in Firefox Matches x only if x is not
preceded by y. It is supported in. The right kind of lazy. Suppose you want to match U. The problem is that the
area code we want to extract is in match[3]. The phone number example gets more interesting. Non-capturing
Parentheses Now, we get to the third kind of parenthesis â€” non-capturing parentheses. They initially match
'r' in "brisket" and 'h' in "chop. This captured match is what we find in match[1]. You are only interested in the
first paragraph or those set off by two carriage returns. On systems where a carriage return only inserts a
newline character such as Unix , you could start with this:? There are other kinds of groups that use the? These
are called capturing parentheses for a reason â€” namely they capture anything that matches the expression
they contain for later use by your program.


